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Vibrational relaxation is an important physical process in hypersonic flows. Activation of the

vibrational mode affects the fundamental thermodynamic properties and finite rate relaxation can

reduce the degree of dissociation of a gas. Low fidelity models of vibrational activation employ a

relaxation time to capture the process at a macroscopic level. High fidelity, state-resolved models

have been developed for use in continuum gas dynamics simulations based on computational fluid

dynamics (CFD). By comparison, such models are not as common for use with the direct

simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) method. In this study, a high fidelity, state-resolved vibrational

relaxation model is developed for the DSMC technique. The model is based on the forced

harmonic oscillator approach in which multi-quantum transitions may become dominant at high

temperature. Results obtained for integrated rate coefficients from the DSMC model are consistent

with the corresponding CFD model. Comparison of relaxation results obtained with the high-fidelity

DSMC model shows significantly less excitation of upper vibrational levels in comparison to the

standard, lower fidelity DSMC vibrational relaxation model. Application of the new DSMC model

to a Mach 7 normal shock wave in carbon monoxide provides better agreement with experimental

measurements than the standard DSMC relaxation model. VC 2011 American Institute of Physics.

[doi:10.1063/1.3584128]

I. INTRODUCTION

Vibrational relaxation is an important physical process

in hypersonic flows due to the high temperatures that are

generated. For air molecules, when temperatures exceed

about 1000 K, the vibrational mode becomes significantly

activated leading to important changes in fundamental ther-

modynamic properties such as the ratio of specific heats. At

low pressure flow conditions, the rate of vibrational activa-

tion is finite, and the gas lies in a state of thermal nonequili-

brium with different temperatures associated with the

translational and vibrational modes. Under such conditions,

it is also possible for the distribution of molecules across the

quantized vibrational energy states to not follow the equilib-

rium Boltzmann form. In addition, finite rate activation of

the upper vibrational levels has an important coupling to the

rate of molecular dissociation.

Computation of hypersonic flows in the continuum flow

regime is performed using traditional computational fluid dy-

namics (CFD). Under non-continuum conditions, the direct

simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) method is most commonly

employed. Due to the importance of vibrational relaxation, a

number of models have been developed for use in both CFD

and DSMC flow simulations. A primary purpose of the pres-

ent investigation is to assess the current status of the DSMC

vibrational relaxation models.

This paper first describes low- and high-fidelity vibra-

tional relaxation models used in CFD formulations. The

high-fidelity CFD model is based on the forced harmonic

oscillator approach in which multi-quantum transitions may

become dominant at high temperature. Next, the standard

(low-fidelity) approach for DSMC is described. Subse-

quently, a high-fidelity model for DSMC, that is consistent

with the high-fidelity CFD approach, is introduced. Equilib-

rium heat bath DSMC simulation results are presented to

assess the consistency of the new model against the CFD

version. Nonequilibrium heat bath studies are presented in

heating and cooling environments to compare the new and

standard DSMC vibrational relaxation models. Comparison

of the models is further undertaken for one-dimensional, nor-

mal shock waves that include a case for which experimental

data exist. The paper closes with summary and conclusion.

II. VIBRATIONAL RELAXATION MODELS

A. Low-fidelity CFD approach

For conditions close to equilibrium, a common descrip-

tion of the vibrational relaxation process is provided by the

Landau-Teller (LT) equation1

dTv

dt
¼ T � Tv

sv
; (1)

where Tv is the vibrational temperature, T is the translational

temperature, and sv is the vibrational relaxation time. In

state-of-the-art CFD codes, finite rate vibrational relaxation

is almost always modeled in terms of vibrational energy

dev

dt
¼ e�v � ev

sv
; (2)a)Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:

iainboyd@umich.edu.
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where ev is the vibrational energy, e�v is the vibrational

energy at the translational temperature, and sv is again the

vibrational relaxation time that is usually evaluated as

sv ¼ sMW þ sP; (3)

with the first term due to Millikan and White2 and the second

term, a high temperature correction, due to Park,3 has the fol-

lowing form:

sp ¼
1

nrvC
; (4a)

where n is the total number density, C is the average thermal

speed. This term is an empirical correction to ensure that the

vibrational relaxation time does not become shorter than the

translational relaxation time at high temperature. Several

forms for the vibrational cross section have been proposed

from Park’s original form

rv ¼ 3� 10�21 50; 000

T

� �2

(4b)

to a form derived from DSMC studies4

rv ¼ 5:81� 10�21: (4c)

In each case, the units for rv are m2.

This low fidelity approach will be referred to as CFD-

LT and it attempts to describe the detailed processes of

actual vibrational relaxation that involves both vibration-

translation (VT) and vibration-vibration (VV) energy trans-

fer processes among quantized vibrational energy states

using a single relaxation equation.

B. High-fidelity CFD approach

Adamovich et al. describe the development of vibra-

tional transition rate coefficients based on the forced har-

monic oscillator (FHO) approach.5,6 The rate coefficients are

obtained through analytical, thermal averaging of collision-

based transition probabilities. These probabilities are

described in more detail in Sec. II D and form the basis of a

new, high fidelity DSMC model. Rate coefficient expressions

are developed separately for VT and VV transitions. The

studies of Adamovich et al.5,6 show that these models pro-

vide rate coefficients for nitrogen that are in good agreement

with values obtained by Billing and Fisher using a quantum

classical model.7 The VT and VV rate coefficients may then

be used in a Master Equation formulation to simulate the

state-resolved vibrational relaxation process8 that has been

included in hypersonic flow field modeling.9–11

C. Low-fidelity DSMC approach

Finite rate vibrational relaxation is usually modeled in

the DSMC framework using a probability of vibrational

energy exchange for each collision that is consistent at the

macroscopic level with the CFD-LT approach.12 For colli-

sions that are selected for vibrational relaxation, a quantized

form13 of the Larsen-Borgnakke (LB) energy exchange

model14 is employed. Usually, the vibrational energy levels

are described using a harmonic oscillator model. This low fi-

delity approach will be referred to as DSMC-LB and it acts

to equilibrate the translational and vibrational energy modes

of the molecules in the collisions selected for vibrational

relaxation.

D. New, high-fidelity DSMC approach

The basis for the new, high-fidelity DSMC model is the

basic transition probability of the FHO model described by

Adamovich et al.6 Specifically, in a molecule-molecule colli-

sion, the probability of transition from initial vibrational lev-

els (i1,i2) to final vibrational levels (f1,f2) is given by

PVVTði1; i2 ! f1; f2; e; qÞ

¼
Xn

r¼0

Ci1þi2
rþ1;i2þ1Cf1þf2

rþ1;f2þ1 exp �i f1 þ f2 � rð Þq½ �
�����
� P

1=2
VT i1 þ i2 � r ! f1 þ f2 � r; 2eð Þ

���2; (5a)

where

PVTði! f ; eÞ ¼ i!f !eiþf expð�eÞ ð�1Þr

r!ði� rÞ!ðf � rÞ!
1

er

����
����
2

; (5b)

and

e ¼ SVT
4p3x ~m2=lð Þc2

a2h
sinh�2 px

a�v

� �
; (5c)

q ¼ SVV
a2�v2

x1x2

� �1=2

: (5d)

In these equations, Cc
a;b are transformation matrices defined

in Ref. 6, SVT and SVV are steric factors, x is the oscillator

frequency, ~m is the collision reduced mass, l is the oscillator

reduced mass, c is oscillator mass ratio, a characterizes the

intermolecular potential, h is Planck’s constant, and �v is the

symmetrized relative velocity. Further definitions and nu-

merical values of the key parameters are provided in Ref. 6.

It should be noted that a number of prior DSMC studies have

also considered state-resolved vibrational relaxation.15–18

For example, in Ref. 16, the purely vibration-translation

probability, Eq. (5b), was used to analyze vibrational relaxa-

tion processes. The present study represents a significant

increase in fidelity by allowing full VVT transitions and is

referred to as the DSMC-FHO model. The vibrational levels

are described by an anharmonic oscillator model in the

DSMC-FHO model.

Due to the complicated mathematical form of Eqs. (5),

the evaluation of transition probabilities for each collision in

a DSMC computation is expensive numerically. Therefore, a

table of probabilities is pre-computed for a fixed number of

relative velocity bins. In the present work, the relative veloc-

ity bin size employed is 100 m/s, and transitions of up to 65

quantum levels are considered. To further aid numerical per-

formance, two different tables are generated. The first table

provides the total probability of all transitions from the
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current vibrational levels of the two molecules in the colli-

sion. If it is determined that a transition does occur, a second

table is then employed to decide, using an acceptance-rejec-

tion scheme, which of the transitions actually occurs. The

tabulated approach is found to offer excellent agreement

with more expensive DSMC computations in which the tran-

sitions are evaluated using the full formulae at a small frac-

tion of the numerical cost.

III. RESULTS

The primary purpose of this study is to develop and

assess a high fidelity, state-resolved, vibrational relaxation

model for the DSMC technique. This goal is achieved by

performing a sequence of investigations that mainly consider

molecular nitrogen including an evaluation of the low-fidelity

Larsen-Borgnakke DSMC model, FHO rate coefficient stud-

ies, nonequilibrium relaxation studies, shock wave studies,

and studies involving carbon monoxide.

A. Evaluation of the low-fidelity DSMC model

A heat bath is a zero dimensional configuration in

which the energy modes of the gas are initialized to Boltz-

mann distributions specified by a mode temperature. For an

equilibrium heat bath, used for rate coefficient evaluation,

all mode temperatures are equal. For relaxation studies, the

translational and rotational temperatures are equal, while

the vibrational temperature is set either lower (vibrational

heating) or higher (vibrational cooling). A vibrational heat-

ing relaxation study is first performed to compare the low-

fidelity Larsen-Borgnakke model for DSMC (DSMC-LB)

with the low-fidelity Landau-Teller (CFD-LT) and high-fi-

delity forced harmonic oscillator (CFD-FHO) CFD models.

Figure 1(a) shows the time evolution of the translational

and vibrational temperatures obtained with the CFD-LT

and DSMC-LB models for a nitrogen heat bath with initial

conditions p¼ 101,325 Pa, Ttr¼ 10 000 K, Tv¼ 1000 K.

Clearly, the two approaches offer almost identical

FIG. 1. (a) Relaxation of N2 in a heat bath for a vibrational heating environment. Time evolution of the VEDF: (b) lines¼CFD-LT, symbols¼DSMC-LB;

(c) lines¼Boltzmann, symbols¼DSMC-LB; (d) lines¼Boltzmann, symbols¼CFD-FHO.
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relaxation profiles. However, when the vibrational energy

distribution functions (VEDFs) from these simulations are

compared, see Fig. 1(b), it is clear that while the CFD-LT

approach assumes Boltzmann distributions at the vibra-

tional temperature, the DSMC-LB model predicts strongly

nonequilibrium distributions. The DSMC-LB model essen-

tially predicts that the molecules consist of two distinct

populations given by the initial cold temperature and the

final equilibrium temperature. This is not surprising as the

basic concept of the DSMC-LB model is to instantly equili-

brate the internal modes of a very small fraction of all colli-

sions. Similar bi-modal vibrational energy distributions

have been seen in previous DSMC studies,16,18,19 and one

of the primary goals of the present study is to try and deter-

mine whether this behavior is physically accurate. Figure

1(c) re-plots the DSMC-LB data using vibrational energy

as the variable and the straight lines are Boltzmann distri-

butions based on the vibrational temperatures computed in

the simulation. The nonequilibrium behavior of the DSMC-

LB model in Fig. 1(c) can be compared with the profiles

shown in Fig. 1(d) that are obtained using the CFD-FHO

model including both VT and VV transitions up to five

quantum steps. Clearly, the CFD-FHO model predicts a sig-

nificantly smaller degree of nonequilibrium for the vibra-

tional relaxation process.

Since a heath bath is a zero dimensional case without

flow, it is useful to consider the performance of the DSMC-

LB model in a one-dimensional shock wave to determine

whether the highly nonequilibrium vibrational energy dis-

tribution is again predicted. Using nitrogen as the test gas

again, a computation is performed at Mach 10 matching the

highest Mach number flow condition of the experiments

performed by Alsmeyer.20 Alsmeyer used an electron beam

fluorescence technique to measure the density profiles

through a series of normal shock waves. It is stated in his

study that vibrational relaxation effects are not important

even at Mach 10, and we use this opportunity to assess that

statement. Figure 2(a) shows profiles of density (q) and the

temperatures associated with the translational (Tt), rota-

tional (Tr), and vibrational (Tv) modes. The profiles are

normalized using the same approach as Alsmeyer. The solid

line profiles represent results in which vibrational relaxa-

tion is included in the analysis, whereas the dotted lines

with circles are obtained from a simulation that omits vibra-

tional relaxation. The excellent agreement between the two

sets of profiles confirms Alsmeyer’s statement that his ex-

perimental measurements of the shock structure are not

greatly affected by the vibrational relaxation process, even

at Mach 10. Of course, the profiles far downstream of the

shock front are significantly influenced by the vibrational

activation process. Figure 2(b) shows the evolution of the

vibrational energy distribution function through the shock

wave. These distributions are very similar to those pre-

dicted by the DSMC-LB approach shown in Fig. 1(b) for

the heat bath environment. It is therefore concluded that the

prediction by the DSMC-LB model of strongly nonequili-

brium vibrational energy distributions is a general result

that needs to be checked against a high fidelity DSMC

model.

B. Assessment of the High-fidelity DSMC model

The prior results indicate that the low-fidelity DSMC-

LB model predicts a degree of thermal nonequilibrium in

both heat bath and shock wave studies that is much stronger

than that predicted by the high-fidelity CFD-based FHO

model. This finding motivates the development of the high-

fidelity DSMC-FHO model described earlier. In the present

section, equilibrium heat bath studies are first performed

using DSMC-FHO in which the transition probabilities are

integrated over all collisions to determine the transition rates.

All values of the FHO parameters employed in Ref. 6 for

N2-N2 transitions are employed in the DSMC-FHO model

except for the steric factors that are set to SVT ¼ 1=9 and

SVV ¼ 1=40 (compared to SVT ¼ 1=2 and SVV ¼ 1=25 used

in Ref. 6). The rates obtained from DSMC-FHO are

compared in Figs. 3(a)–3(d) with published data for the

FIG. 2. (a) Profiles at the front of a Mach 10 normal shock wave in nitrogen:

symbols¼ vibration omitted. (b) Spatial evolution of the vibrational energy

distribution function in the Mach 10 shock.
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CFD-FHO model6 as well as to results obtained using a

quantum classical method by Billing and Fisher.7 In general,

the rates evaluated using the DSMC model are in good

agreement with the CFD-FHO model of Adamovich et al.6

which provides some validation of the approximations

employed in the development of the CFD-FHO approach.

The fact that different steric factors are required to achieve

good agreement between these two FHO models suggests

that the CFD-FHO approximations mainly result in an inac-

curacy that can be accounted for through a multiplicative

constant. The comparisons of the DSMC-FHO model with

the detailed computations of Billing and Fisher7 are also sat-

isfactory including the VV transition rates [Fig. 3(d)].

Having established that the DSMC-FHO model pro-

duces transition rates consistent with the quantum classical

model, the DSMC model is now applied to the same kind of

configurations studied earlier. Figure 4(a) is a repeat of Fig.

1(c) included here to facilitate comparison to Fig. 4(b) that

shows the time evolutions obtained with the DSMC-FHO

model of the vibrational energy distributions for the same

vibrational heating conditions studied in Figs. 1(a)–1(d).

While the DSMC-FHO model still displays some nonequili-

brium, it is significantly less bi-modal in nature than the dis-

tributions predicted by the DSMC-LB model.

Figures 5 show the temperature profiles and vibrational

energy distribution evolution for a vibrational cooling case

for initial conditions p¼ 101 325 Pa, Ttr¼ 3000 K,

Tv¼ 10,000 K. In Fig. 5(a), temperature profiles are pro-

vided from all four models, both low- and high-fidelity

approaches using CFD and DSMC. The results show that the

two low-fidelity models (CFD-LT and DSMC-LB) agree

with each other and they predict a significantly slower relax-

ation rate than the two high-fidelity models (CFD-FHO and

DSMC-FHO) that again agree with each other. Figure 5(b)

shows the evolution of the vibrational energy distribution

obtained with the DSMC-LB model. Careful inspection of

FIG. 3. VT de-excitation rate (a) (1,0) to (0,0), (b) (10,0) to (8,0), (c) (10,5) to (8,5) as a function of temperature. (d) VV transition rate (v,1) to (vþ 1,0) as a

function of vibrational level and temperature.
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the distribution shows that once again it is composed of two

populations of molecules: one defined by the initial tempera-

ture and the second defined by the final equilibrium tempera-

ture. Figure 5(c) shows the equivalent profiles obtained with

the DSMC-FHO model. To a very good approximation, the

FHO model predicts that the relaxation process occurs

through a sequence of near-Boltzmann distributions, and so

once again this model produces a smaller degree of nonequi-

librium in comparison to the low-fidelity DSMC-LB

approach.

The DSMC-FHO model is next applied to Alsmeyer’s

Mach 10 nitrogen shock wave discussed earlier. While the

temperature and density profiles are very similar to those

obtained with the DSMC-LB model, there are significant dif-

ferences in the vibrational energy distribution functions,

shown in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b). In particular, the distributions

obtained with the DSMC-FHO model, in Fig. 6(b), again

show a significantly reduced level of vibrational nonequili-

brium in comparison to the low-fidelity LB approach.

C. Carbon monoxide studies

Unfortunately, no experimental measurements have

been performed in molecular nitrogen to evaluate the differ-

ences predicted in vibrational energy distributions by the

FIG. 4. Time evolution of the VEDF: (a) lines¼Boltzmann,

symbols¼DSMC-LB; (b) lines¼Boltzmann, symbols¼DSMC-FHO.

FIG. 5. (a) Relaxation of N2 in a heat bath for a vibrational cooling

environment. Time evolution of the VEDF: (b) lines¼Boltzmann,

symbols¼DSMC-LB; (c) lines¼Boltzmann, symbols¼DSMC-FHO.
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DSMC-LB and DSMC-FHO models that are shown in Figs.

6(a) and 6(b). One set of experimental data that does appear

to offer the potential to assess the DSMC vibrational relaxa-

tion models is the study performed by Meolans and Brun21

who measured relative vibrational populations in strong

shock waves of carbon monoxide. Parameters employed in

the DSMC-FHO model for CO are a¼ 3.6� 1010 m–1,

SVT ¼ 1=9, and SVV ¼ 3=40. In order to apply the DSMC-

FHO model to CO, it is of course necessary to repeat the

equilibrium transition rate coefficient studies. Examples of

comparisons between the DSMC integrated FHO rates, rates

evaluated using the CFD-FHO formulae, and semi-classical

calculations of Cacciatore and Billing22 are shown in Figs.

7(a) and 7(b). Once again, the agreement between the

DSMC-FHO and CFD-FHO results is good. Agreement with

the semi-classical calculations is less satisfactory. It is

hypothesized that the poor agreement mainly arises from dif-

ficulties in modeling the CO-CO potential with a simple ana-

lytical formula. The potential well depth for CO-CO is

controlled by the long-range (mostly dipole-dipole) part of

the potential, which is strongly angle-dependent. This type

of potential cannot be well-approximated by any simple

approach such as the Morse potential, since the dipole-dipole

interaction extends relatively far.

Finally, the DSMC-LB and the DSMC-FHO models are

applied to the conditions of the Mach 7 carbon monoxide

shock wave studied by Meolans and Brun.21 The transient

profiles of the relative population of the v¼ 4 vibrational

state obtained with the two DSMC models are compared

with the experimental measurements in Figs. 8(a) and 8(b).

In Figs. 8, two results from each DSMC simulation are pro-

vided. The profile labeled “DSMC” is the actual result from

the simulation for the relative population in the v¼ 4 vibra-

tional state. The profile labeled “DSMC-Boltzmann” is the

relative population in v¼ 4 determined using the computed

vibrational temperature along with an assumption of a

FIG. 7. (a) VT de-excitation rate (1,0) to (0,0) as a function of temperature

for CO. (b) VV transition rate (v,1) to (vþ 1,0) as a function of temperature

for CO.

FIG. 6. Spatial evolution of the VEDF in the Mach 10 shock: (a) DSMC-

LB. (b) DSMC-FHO.
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Boltzmann energy distribution. Comparison of these two

profiles provides an indication of the degree of vibrational

nonequilibrium predicted by the two models. In Fig. 8(a), the

DSMC-LB model predicts a strong degree of vibrational

nonequilibrium in the early stages of the vibrational activa-

tion process. The actual population predicted by the model is

significantly higher than the Boltzmann assumption that is in

good agreement with the experimental data in this region of

the shock. This behavior is consistent with the nitrogen

results reported earlier in this study and is perhaps the most

significant finding of the current investigation. Namely, the

DSMC-LB model appears to over-predict the populations of

all but the lowest vibrational levels. By comparison, as

shown in Fig. 8(b), the two DSMC profiles obtained with the

DSMC-FHO model are in good agreement with each other

and with the experimental measurements. This result indi-

cates, at least for carbon monoxide, that the high-fidelity

DSMC-FHO model is able to simulate the state-resolved

vibrational relaxation process more accurately than the low-

fidelity DSMC-LB approach.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

High fidelity, state-resolved, vibrational relaxation mod-

els have been developed in the past for use in CFD computa-

tions of hypersonic flows. By comparison, the level of

vibrational relaxation modeling using the DSMC technique

has not been as sophisticated. In the present study, a high fi-

delity, state-resolved, vibrational relaxation model for the

DSMC technique has been developed, implemented with nu-

merical efficiency, verified to produce expected rate coeffi-

cients, and partly validated through its application to a Mach

7 shock wave for which experimental measurements of the

vibrational levels exist in the literature. The high-fidelity

CFD and DSMC models are based on the forced harmonic

oscillator approach in which multi-quantum transitions may

become dominant at high temperature. This provides an im-

portant extension in physical phenomenon captured in com-

parison to the Landau-Teller approach that only considers

single-quantum transitions.

Future work will aim to extend the DSMC-FHO model

to include the effects of molecular dissociation. In addition,

in the present work, it was not possible to analyze the behav-

ior of the highest vibrational levels due to statistical fluctua-

tions. It is required to employ a numerical weighting scheme

in order to track molecules in populations that occur with

very small probability. Finally, it is extremely important for

the further development of high fidelity physical models for

both CFD and DSMC that experiments be performed in air

species using advanced, optical diagnostics, under nonequili-

brium flow conditions, similar to the shock tube experiment

in carbon monoxide that was employed in the current study.
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